
Steinbeck Rotary

MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS – effective June 1, 2018

- There are now four membership types, three of four share the same billing structure 

- Full Rotarian… $80/mo covers all dues and any meetings.   This is the typical membership and is 
intended to be the default membership option.  Of this amount, $25/mo is considered as club dues.  
Beyond this monthly commitment, the Rotarian is encouraged to stand up and make a donation to the 
Salinas Steinbeck Rotary Foundation by stating an amount or ringing the bell ($100). *  

- Rotarian Intro… $25/mo covers all dues and one meeting/mo is included.  Designed as an option for 
new members who may be at the beginning of a professional career or are retired.  This membership 
type may be renewed annually at the discretion of the Board if the member has been active, involved 
and states that they cannot afford the obligation of the Full Rotarian plan.  Additional meetings are 
$15.00  Beyond this monthly commitment, the Rotarian is encouraged to stand up and make a 
donation to the Salinas Steinbeck Rotary Foundation by stating an amount or ringing the bell ($100).* 

- Rule of 85… Qualifying members who elect this option pay $25/mo which covers all dues and one 
meeting/mo.  Additional meetings will cost the member $15.  Beyond this monthly commitment, , the 
Rotarian is encouraged to stand up and make a donation to the Salinas Steinbeck Rotary Foundation 
by stating an amount or ringing the bell ($100). 

- - Corporate Membership… $25/mo covers all dues and one meeting.  Additional meetings are $15.  
Companies and organizations can send a representative to meetings or events.  The purpose of this 
form of membership is to bring local sponsors into our organization.  This will also provide an avenue 
of service and philanthropy for busy businesspeople and perhaps an entre into Rotary for employees.  
The dues are typically a business expense and tax deductible. Beyond this monthly commitment, , the 
member is encouraged to stand up and make a donation to the Salinas Steinbeck Rotary Foundation 
by stating an amount or ringing the bell ($100). 

- Notes:

- There is no longer a fine commitment.  Members may volunteer to make contributions to the Salinas 
Steinbeck Rotary Foundation during meetings.

- The meeting charge is now $15.00  Members who invite a guest will pay this amount but the first 
three meetings is covered by the club if the guest is a prospect.  

- If there is a social or special event where attendance requires payment, all members will be charged 

equally.

- Any member may offer to pay the meeting cost of additional meetings for the Rotarian who might not     
attend, due to cost.

- * $60 member initiation cost includes badge and shirt


